Qualified security staff are hard to find and difficult to retain. And, operating a dedicated 24/7 security operations center (SOC) can be expensive. Plus, a mix of security tools makes it nearly impossible to understand attack data holistically, requires expensive and difficult-to-find skilled resources, and requires substantial effort to get to value.

As a result, security and IT directors spend far too much time and money on breach prevention and threat detection, and it takes significant efforts, filter through the noise, chase down false positives and focus on actual attack data.

With over 82% of breaches\(^1\) caused by malware, user misuse, or social attacks, there must be a better way.

With nearly two decades of experience providing Security Operations to thousands of organizations Alert Logic has been built to ensure these demands can be met by our customers without the expense of building and maintaining their own teams or needing to source security detection technologies from multiple third parties.

---

\(^1\)2019 Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR)
Platform + Intelligence + Experts = Peace of Mind
Alert Logic provides the expertise you need to identify threats and respond more quickly.

- Cutting-edge threat intelligence and research maintain pace with the threat landscape.
- Expert security specialists place threats into context and verify incidents so that you can focus on what really matters to your business
- Access to an industry-leading and always up-to-date security platform
- Security guidance and recommendations 24/7

24/7 INCIDENT MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
Get insights and remediation steps to help you respond to threats and address vulnerabilities. Our expert SOC analysts validate issues and provide support whenever you need it.

REMEDIATION INTELLIGENCE
Get clear risk reduction remediation actions based on network and application vulnerability scanning on internal and external assets though a PCI level scanning solution supported 24/7 by scanning experts.

SECURITY ANALYTICS
Get a topology view of your environment and in-depth insights into activity, events and potential incidents. This enables you to better understand threats and vulnerabilities with contextual enrichment/enhancement.

THREAT RISK INDEX
The Threat Risk Index is a personalized score across assets, networks, and deployments which allows you to track improvements over time. Leverage Alert Logic’s security intelligence and public vulnerability severity data to gain insights into potential attack risk.

SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE ENVIRONMENTS
Alert Logic solutions work the same way in every environment with only one security solution to deploy, learn and manage. We present security incidents within one console to give you a single view of your security posture. Plus, simple-to-use deployment tools make it easy to quickly extend security into new environments.

“We save a lot of time and resources with alert logic in that they take a lot of our security data and do great correlation on it, so we don’t chase down ghosts. We spend time focused on the security issues that matter.” — Zach Vinduska, vice president, infrastructure, security & compliance, clubcorp

24/7 Platform + Intelligence + Experts = Peace of Mind
Expertise to identify threats and respond more quickly.